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Central Intentions
Part 4:  Chastity


From the Constitution of the Rivendell Community:

 11.	Our way of living the Gospel

i.  Our way of life includes both particular patterns of prayer, worship, and community life, and an inclination of our hearts and lives toward embracing the fullness of the Gospel in its radical implications for ourselves, the Church and the world.  Underlying the specific disciplines of prayer and worship, and of community life, of the Companions Rule is the desire and intention to give ourselves wholly, unreservedly, and continually to God.  In accordance with common Christian tradition, members of the Rivendell Community seek to respond to Jesus’ invitations to poverty, chastity and obedience in ways consistent with their life circumstances and vocation, seeing them as ways of joy and freedom.  While these ways will vary from person to person, our intention and hope is that our response to these invitations will be intensified and deepened as an expression and result of constant, continuing conversion.

iii.	Chastity is embraced in the recognition that we belong wholly, unreservedly, and continually to God, and the ordering of all human relationships around the love of God, desiring, serving, and working for the fulfillment of God’s purposes in others.  We express chastity in seeking generous, loving relationships, free of the demands of self-serving, and subordinated to the claims of Christ.  Both loving fidelity within marriage and celibacy are congruent with chastity.

+ + +

	Poverty, chastity, obedience… none of them tends to have particularly positive connotations for the average 21st century American.  None is currently a virtue to which most people aspire.  While all are often misunderstood, even in the context of religious vows, “chastity” is most likely actually to be mis-defined.  True, the term can be used more or less synonymously with “celibacy” or “virginity,” and in traditional religious life it generally has that implication.  But the basic meaning is simply abstinence from unlawful sexual activity; thus, faithful marriage partners are “chaste,” as are faithful celibates.  Since the Rivendell Community includes full members who are married and partnered, as well as some who are celibate, the general, more inclusive meaning pertains to the majority of us.

	Regrettably, highly publicized instances of sexual abuse and misconduct within the Church have shadowed public perceptions and church policies alike.  Preventing such tragic situations in the future is greatly to be desired.  In our present circumstances, it seems prudent and necessary to spell out expectations that might be considered common sense.  Please read carefully the appended “Policies and guidelines on sexual responsibility,” even if you have read and signed it already.  If you have any concerns or questions about these policies and their implications, please bring them up.  (A copy signed by you within the last six months should be on file prior to your profession.)

	But that is a negative side of Chastity.  Chastity implies positive strengths and beauties, not just abstinence.  For that matter, it’s not just about sex—although it’s no wonder that it’s seen that way in a sex-obsessed society.  As with Poverty, Chastity has expansive ramifications which unfold as we attempt to live it out.  The root meaning of chastity is purity—as in that purity of heart which Jesus pronounces blessed.  And “purity of heart,” as Kierkegaard famously said, “is to will one thing.”

	What is it that we most want?  What is it that we will, that we set our will and our heart on?  Our Rule begins,

In grateful response to the overwhelming love of God, we desire to give ourselves wholly, unreservedly, and continually to the One who gives himself to us.  We seek to be conformed to God's will, to share in Christ's cross and resurrection, and to cooperate faithfully with the gifts of grace.  Helpless as we are in ourselves, we pray and trust that God who has given us these desires will also bring them to fruition.  By his own invitation, we set our hearts and wills on God, joyfully declaring that nothing else and nothing less will content us.  And trusting that nothing else will content God either, we cast ourselves into his arms.

	We declare this “joyfully,” because we perceive that God, and God alone, is the sufficient object of our desire and that God has planted this desire within us, mirroring God’s own desire for us—and because there is such freedom, such exhilaration, even, in recognizing the “one thing” worth living for above all else.  Love of God, and love of our neighbor in God and God in our neighbor, is the only adequate focus of all our energies.

	The clarity and purity of this joyous recognition are easily muddled and compromised, however, amid the pressures and ambiguities of our lives.  We want God, yes; but we also want success, comfort, security, and a host of other lesser goods.  We intend to love others generously, seeking their truest good, the fulfillment of God’s purposes, yes; and yet our intentions are complicated and sometimes undermined by self-seeking motives.  We also want to be liked, appreciated, and respected, for instance; we easily fall prey to using other people to make us feel good, confirm our self-regard, or get what we want.

	The aspiration of chastity is to purify our motives and actions, and center “all human relationships around the love of God.”  It’s evident that using other people as sex objects is unchaste, and we avoid obvious sinful behavior like adultery, prostitution, and pornography.  (It is, of course, the using, not the enjoyment of sex, which is problematic.  Mutual pleasure, given and received in marriage, can be a very sweet and holy fruit of chaste love.)

	What is not so evident, maybe, is that the goal of chastity is not to use people at all, but to love them, not for the sake of getting something else, but as God loves, “free of the demands of self-serving.”  Wounded by sin as we are, and hampered by psychological defenses of which we are not fully aware, we’re not capable of this; but we can aim at it and seek the grace to grow in that direction.

	Embracing Chastity tends toward rectifying and sanctifying our relationships with other people.  It also has searching implications for our relationship with God.  In Christian religious tradition, celibacy is often explicitly seen as an expression of a spousal relationship with Christ.  This significance has been attached to virginity at least as far back as the [early 3rd century?] Acts of Thomas.  This aspect is echoed in article 12 of our Constitution, regarding the particular form Chastity takes for vocationally celibate Companions:

ii.	These Companions commit themselves to celibacy, setting aside the option of marriage and devoting their capacity for spousal intimacy to Christ alone.  They choose this as a particular expression of the Community’s vocation of prayer and hospitality, with the intention of belonging wholly to God and enhancing their capacity for generous, loving relationships with others.  A manifestation of vowed celibacy should be increasing freedom for expansiveness of spirit, capacious compassion, and tenderness of heart.

Although this applies to a minority of our Community, both the desired fruits of chastity (freedom, expansiveness of spirit, compassion and tenderness) and appropriation of the spousal image of our relationship with our Lord are applicable for all members.  In the case of married persons, the “great mystery” (Ephesians 5:31-32) of marriage as imaging the loving, faithful union of Christ and the Church is personalized and enfleshed in a particular, intense, exclusive relationship.  This way of life, like vocational celibacy, can embody the mystery of the “marriage of heaven and earth,” and the traditional images of “nuptial mysticism” can be appropriate for any who find resonance with them in their own prayer and life.

	In fact, considering the characteristics and virtues of a very good marriage may shed light on the implications of Chastity.  Here are a few examples; others will very likely occur to you.  (The “soul” is conventionally feminine in this metaphorical realm, though it’s equally applicable to men and women.  You should feel free to adjust pronouns in what follows if it helps!)

	The image of Yahweh as the true Husband of Israel, loving her with chesed, loyal, covenanted faithfulness and tender care, and desiring her loyal love in return, occurs frequently in the Hebrew Scriptures, as does the corresponding accusation of Israel’s infidelity, “whoring” with other gods.  We may come to see our own seeking for security, success and satisfaction from ambiguous, lesser sources rather than in the living God as a form of infidelity, “unchastity” toward the One to whom we have given ourselves wholly.

	A loyal spouse will not believe evil of her husband when she hears it; even when circumstances look bad, she will suppose that the truth will vindicate him.  We have the privilege of the loyal, loving spouse, trusting in the character, intentions, and ultimate vindication of God, even in the face of the terrible, incomprehensible evils which afflict the world—and even in the seeming absence of God.

	A good spouse loves her beloved for himself, not for the sake of the gifts he gives her.  Likewise, our love for God is frequently tested and purified by the realization that, as generous, lovely and desirable as God’s gifts are, it is God himself we seek, above whatever “goodies,” physical, psychological or spiritual, a life of prayer and service might provide.  God, only God, and God alone, is sufficient for us.

	So also, a loyal spouse will want to be with her beloved in honor and dishonor, joy and suffering.  Our Lord promises to be with us “for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness and in health,” “to love and to cherish” us with a love that even death can never part.  So we promise to follow our Beloved faithfully and trustingly, even in the way of the cross.

	This chaste, lovely, faithful love seems so far beyond our reach!  And yet—God has commanded us to love the Lord our God with all our heart and mind and soul and strength, and our neighbor as ourselves.  And what God commands, God intends to make possible.  “And we are put on earth a little space / that we may learn to bear the beams of love.” Chastity offers a glorious vision of the authentic love to which we are called, and to practice chastity is to learn to love.

Questions for reflection and possible conversation:

-- What questions and/or concerns do you have regarding the “policies and guidelines for sexual responsibility”?  Expectations for this Community in general?

-- Why do you think sex is such an obsession, and so often problematic, for our culture? 

-- Are there aspects of this chapter do you find puzzling or troubling?  Angles you’d like to explore further?

-- What associations does the word “chastity” usually have in your mind?  Does considering Chastity as an “evangelical counsel” and a vowed way of life change the way you think of it?  If so, how?

-- What “expanded ramifications” of Chastity appeal to you, or have resonance in your experience?

-- It has been observed that human sexual love at its very best is the image of which divine/human union is the reality (rather than the reverse, as is often assumed).  Do you agree?  Why or why not?


* * *

The Rivendell Community
Policies and guidelines on sexual responsibility


·	Companions of this Community are expected to maintain a high level of personal ethical behavior, for the sake of and as a normal fruit of our life of prayer.  As professed members of a religious community, Companions are, to some extent, “public” persons in congregational life: they may be looked to as examples of what a maturing Christian life looks like.   They should maintain a standard of ethical behavior at least at the level expected of parish clergy.   This includes abiding by the policies of the diocese in which the Chapter, or individual Companion, is located concerning such matters as prevention of sexual harassment and misconduct.

·	Dating between Companions should be treated with great circumspection, because of the potential for harm within an already closely intertwined community of mutual love and vulnerability.  If Companions do wish to enter into a dating relationship, even casually, they should do so with the full awareness of the Chapter, and with openness to counsel in case this should be appropriate.

·	Except between spouses and partners, sexual relations between Companions are unacceptable.

·	Sexually suggestive conversation, unwelcome advances, and public and/or unsolicited expressions of physical intimacy (other than that commonly accepted among friends, without sexual overtones) between Companions are unacceptable.

·	The above guidelines apply not only to relationships among and between Companions, but to relationships of Companions with the “extended Community,” guests and friends: for example, retreatants, people who participate in Saturday night and other hospitality occasions, and those who take part in prayer with us, members of the congregations which Companions belong to and serve, and others associated with the Community in any way.

·	Likewise, these policies apply to Companions in any work undertaken for the Community, as representatives of the Community, or in situations in which they may be identified as representing the Community, e.g., in spiritual direction and befriending, mentoring and teaching, and ministries of social justice and compassion.

·	All Companions have shared responsibility for the quality of Community life and mutual love, and for “provocation to holiness.”  If anyone perceives that another Companion may be acting in a problematic way, there is an obligation to mention it privately, directly and with respect and consideration.  In any situation involving a possible violation of these Community policies, the Companion in Charge and the Guardian are to be consulted.
·	
·	In any such instance, the Guardian (or, by the Guardian’s delegation, the Companion in Charge) has an obligation to investigate, and, if the concerns are well founded, to take appropriate action.  Action might include private counsel and correction, referral for appropriate professional services, temporary leave of absence, suspension, or (in case of grave or repeated violations, or of intractable refusal to cooperate in addressing the issue) recommendation of removal from the Community.   Members of the Community agree, by making promises in the Community and by signing these policies, to comply with any such actions taken in accordance with them, and to hold blameless the Community, its officers and its members.

·	In the case of any serious allegation concerning matters covered by diocesan policies, the bishop or other designated diocesan representative will be consulted.

(Adopted at General Chapter, 6/5/05)



I have received a copy of these policies, have read and understand them, and commit myself to abide by them.



__________________________________________	__________________________
(Signature)							(Date)






